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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 24.
Upon receipt of affidavits, con- X testing the charges of the
X
League, that the
X saloons were open in all the.
precincts on election day, that
no ballots against the constitu- V tion were at the polls, also that
X

Anti-Saloo- n

'

Washington, Feb 24. The new
Japanese treaty, the text o which
X jwill be published here today, compris-- .
es eighteen articles.
Perhaps the
X most
important feature of the docu- ment i3 the following declaration: "In
S proceeding this day to the signature
X
of a treaty of commerce and naviga-- j
X
tion between Japan and the United
the undersigned,
Japanese
X States,
minister at Washington, duly author- X
ized by his government, has the hon-- !
X
or to declare that the imperial JapanXi ese government is fully prepared to
maintain with equal effectiveness the
Xj
X limitation and control which they for
X the last three years exercised in the
X regulation of the emigration of laborX ers to the United States." Most of
X articles of the new treaty cover subX jects already treated in the existing
X convention.
Article 5 provides that
X import duties shall be regulated eithX er by special
arrangement between
X the two countries or by the internal
N
legislation of each. Article 14 promX ises that
any trade or navigation
X
privilege extended to another counS try shall be enjoyed by the signaX
tories to this treaty. This is known
X
as "favored nation clause."
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GEORGE WASHINGTON
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medicine. I had
happens there is no hope of the ry, the six and a !. ill year old sou
been troubled with
growth of hair being revived.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. (.;. Billiard, died.
both for fourteen
AVe have a remedy which will, we at
sieiiiay of scarletl
years and consulted
Albuquerque
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remove
different doctors,
dandruff,
fever. Victoria
honestly believe,
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but failed to get any
terminate the microbe, promote good: months old daugh'i r of Mr. and Mrs.
relief. After using
circulation in the scalp and around Porfirio Salazar, died yesterday at
Lydia E. Pinkham's
the hair roots, tighten and revitalize Albuquerque.
claimed
also1
Death
Com-Vegetable
overcome
roots
and
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the hair
and B lood
Virginia M. Foster, ancd 2j years, and
pound
the
so long as there is any life left in
Thomas M. Dunnel of Joplin, Missouri,'
Puriiier I can say I
am a well woman.
hair roots.
whose wife and daughter were at bis
We back up this statement with our bedside at Albuquerque when he died, I can't find words to express my thanks
good your medicine has done
ons Elect Officers The New Mex- - for the
own personal guarantee that this rem-ednip Vini TreitTTmlilitdi tii4if von wish
ealed Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will ico Society of the Sons of the Amen-- ,
;y
1Tl,Riix Siktii. Pound. Wis.
be supplied free of all cost to the can Revolution elected the following
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
user if it, fails to do as we state.
officers at their Albuquerque meet- j Vegetable Compound, made from roots
'
It will frequently restore gray and ing: District Attorney George S. and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
faded hair to its original color, pro- Klock, president: A. F. Peck, secre- used with perfect confidence by women
inilam- ) who suffer from displacements,
viding loss of color lias been caused tary; F. W. Clancy, registrar; 0. A. mation. ulceration, libroid tumors, ir- a
Matson, treasurer- 0. 0. Bateman of i regularities, periodic pains, backache,
by disease; yet it. is in no sens.3
dye. Rexall "93 Hair Tonic accom- Fort Bayard, chaplain; R. W. D. Bry bearing-dowfeeling, flatulency, indi- plishes these results by making every an, historian, succeeding Mr. kiock; gestiou, uizzmess, or nervous
hair root, follicle and pigment, gland
Ross, Harold II. third of Roswell tion- strong and active, and by stimulating and C. M. Edwards of Farmington,! For thirty years Lydia E. Finkham's
a natural flow of coloring
pigment vice presidents; A. IS. McGaffey, trus- Vegetable Compound litis been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
cells.
the
hair
tee.
throughout
suffering women owe it to themselves
AVe exact no obligations or promDona Ana County to Sue for Deli- to at least give this medicine a mat.
Rexto
ises we simply ask you
give
nquent Taxes District Attorney W. H. Proof is abundant that it has cured
all "9:1" Hair Tonic a thorough trial H.
of others and why should
Llewellyn and County Treasurer thousands
and if not satisfied tell us and we will and Collector Oscar Lohman of Dona it not cure you?
refund the money you paid us for it. Ana
been
have
If yon want special advice write
busy
county,
Two sizes, prices 50 cents and $1.00. for the
few
weeks get- - Mrs. Pinkham, Lyj;s!,Iass.,forit.
past
is free ntsd altva helpful.
Remember you can obtain it in Santa
ting matters in shape so that suit can
Fe only at our store The Rexall be
for tlx collection of de-- j
brought
stable John T. Chastain was sent Tor
Store. The Fischer Drug Co.
have
The books
linquent taxes.
and took the gentlemen up before
ar--;
all
matters
been gone over and
Judge Hitt who investigated the com- ranged and the suits will be started plaints, fined them one peso each
All delinquent taxes
immediately.
THE ONLY BOUM OP.
with costs and ten minutes to hit the
back of and including the year 1909, trail for Estancia as the judge is a
whether large or small amounts, will firm believer in exercise. Walker
(come under the action to be taken.
came near loosing the opportunity
Reciprocity in the Family.
License Ueialda Galle
Paw went an' had his trousers cut so j Marriage
his daily exercise as he felt!
aged 17, of Ojitos Frios and Ga- compelled to enlighten the judge just
that they was skin tight,
jgos,
'
An' I thought maw would faint away briel Santillancs, aged 23, of San Pa- - who he had the honor of fining and
t
when he come home that night! bio, were yesterday granted a
who, and what he was in his home.
The judge politely informed him that
silly nonsense made you go an' riage license at Las Vegas.
Raised- - The j his judgeship was not interested in
do a thing like that?"
Smallpox Quarantine
Maw ast him when he closed the door quarantine of the Grant family was his personal record at Estancia but he
raised today by the board of health. should learn how to behave himself
an' then hung up his hat.
from
home." Willard
Rev. Grant was supposed to have when away
to
walk
I
be
would
ashamed
"Why.
been exposed to smallpox while over Record.
with you around the town;
An' how on earth do you expect you at Mountainair, and the whole famPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
ily was quarantined some weeks ago.
can ever sit down?"
but none of the family took the dis- - PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure
case of Itching. lilind, Bleedinptor Pro
Paw laffed an' sed, "I know, of course, ease, so tney were an released to- any
truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money refunded. 50e.
day. Estancia Daily Herald.
it must look awful queer;
I s'pose the folks will laff at me each
Ties Loaded at Estancia Eugenio
Romero is loading a car of ties at Estime that I appear;
I wonder what church folks will say tancia which will be shipped to AlWhen I walk down the aisle?"
buquerque.
An' maw replied ""They'll think you re
Wild But Easily Tamed "B. B.
daft to dress in such a style.
Walker and Emmett Adair, of EstanI have a ii e'assortment of
I don't know what you're thinking of; cia, but right from the Jungles
of
Samples for LADIES SUITS
supposin' you should slip?
Gallup, wild and wooley, arrived in
I
me
a
half
would
take
COATS
JACKETS or SKIRTS,'
it
on
the
and
day,
protrain
Willard
Why,
morning
ceeded to take in the town until Con- bet, to patch that rip!"
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

will recover.

It Has Been Proved that Mi been captured.
U Jasper were
crobes Cause Baldness
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That's why he h.'id the confidence of millions, and
him to this day and always will.
why we

reject

WE DO NOT NEED TO

LADIES TAILORING

SEP HER

-

ren-are-

1

Misrepresent our Merchandise,
sell have stot.d the test of time.

The Brands we

'

'

ASK THOSE WHO HAVE
Traded with us whether or not they like the way
we do business.

w inter
Southern

WE

Grocery

Co,

Telephone No. 40.

Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

ALL

j

fry.

GIVE CASH KIG1S1EK TICKET

WITH

i

CAbH

t

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.

j

j

PUKCHAbEb

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.

mm

made-to-measu- re

j

i

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

j

IF YOU

eligman Bros. Co.

i

-

Would keep your
Children well keep
their feet dry and

n

I

warm.

P. O. Box 219

Phone 36

t

We Have

everthi.no in rubber
foot-wear-th-

j

best

e

IN BOYS

'

and GIRLS SHOES

and SHOES

FOR

It

YOU.

HOSIERY.

Leggings, Boots etc.

j

see

JohnPfluegefsSedaiist

Lumber and all kinds
of bailding material

A

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THE

HERE'S

WONDER

WORKER!

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

T
fiij-:i-

M

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals,
Can be used for other work
pumping. Has special pulley
purpose. Let me demonstrate

rKAINrv r

fit

-

I

Then paw got mad, an' on his face
appeared an awful frown,
As he replied, "It looks no worse than
your new hobble gown.
My gracious goodness sakes alive! I'd
like to see you get
Up on a street car step, by jinksj- You can't do that, I bet!
An' talk about my sittin' down I
wonder what the deuce
You'd do if you should try that stunt
an' something busted loose?"

More Complete Than Ever !
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for

VICTOR SPORTING GOOl

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

are moderate.

There is more Catarrh In this section of the country thai all other diseases put together, and until the last

CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
AND SYLES.

few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease
and prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore

101

WHOLESALE

Washington Ave

ArD RETAIL

Julius Muralter

requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, rmitiuf.icT.ured
Maw stamped her foot an' jawed a by F. J. Cheney & Co., Tj'edo O., is
th? only constitutional cure on marwhile, but. paw he only sed:
"Why don't you wimmin git some sort ket. It is taken internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teaspooiful.
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
of sense inside your head?
hobble
Now if you'll cut that
loose, acts directly on blood and mucous
surfaces of system.
They offer one
I'll take my trousers back
An' have the tailor fix 'em up so hundred dollars for any case it afils
to cure. Send for circulars and testithere will be more slack."
An' maw she blushed an' then they monials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO..
kissed, an' that's the reason now
Toledo, Ohio.
aof
are
smiles
satisfaction
Why
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
lingerin' on paw's brow.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
E. A. Prininstool, in Los Angeles
Express.
L

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Tailor.

i imp
and Makes It Hump

v

i

mar-"Wha-

I

i

per hour.
when not
for this
It to you.

UUKiVlLfcY.

pa. at

Ladies Attention

THOYIAS V. DELGADO, Mgr.

W

Stock

j

EUGENiO ROMERO
LU BER & COAL YARD

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball

Smithirg- Coal.

Steaiu Coal.

Sav?ed Wood and Kindling.

zZl.$7fZt
85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Retail

POTATOES and
SALT,

!

o

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLAUK

45

STOCK

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

He Wasn't Invited Juan B. Arguel-lWe Have Built Up
of Penasco is in jail at Taos, being
charged with entering the wrong
house without invitation.
Union County Company Sells Out
The Cross L Cattle Company of near
Folsom, Union county, has sold 400
head of stock to Kansas buyers at
Ml -- Mi
$50 a head and will cut up its land
holdings into five and ten acre farming tracts.
Death of a Veteran John L. Blood- good died on his place known
as the Paynter ranch, and which
is located about one mile northeast of
Silver City. Deceased was about 64
years of age and was one of the early
settlers of Grant county. He was a
I
WE HANDLE LUMBER
veteran of the Civil War, having serv
ed his time of enlistment in the Union in large quantltle and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
army.
Died at Insane Asylum Jose Ra- very best
rough or dressed
mon Martinez, admitted as a patient
Lumber
to the New Mexico Hospital for the '.of
every description. We are thue
Insane in October, 1908, died at the enabled to
make the very best price
institution at Las Vegas. He was for
of luch high grade.
about 60 years old. A new patient, We Lumber
will be pleased to figure on your
Vera Hinds, a
girl, was contracts.
admitted yesterday. She is from Eddy county.
Cutting Affray at Albuquerque

PHONE
BLACK

WATCH THIS SPACE
THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.

FE- -

45

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOICS PHARMACY.

Charles W. Dudrow

Tr7

ri

Imp'oved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR

C AI p
OALC

Modern Residences for Rent.
THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as goo4 at
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
or you have an engagement where a
carriage is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service
and
prices.

4 BISISG

WILLIAMS
i1C San Francisco

St 'Phone

139 Res.

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
All work is guaranteed; yocr
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE BED 122.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

PHONB

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

fed

ef Aflyflrfag
h
in tte UVERY LINE.
Drivers Furiisted.
Wfeen

Don Gaspar Ave.

K1SD 1M.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions .filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACy.

i

.
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ACT QUICKLY.

:

Delay Has Been Dangerous
Fe.
Do the

In

Santa!

right thing at the rlgBt time.

Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachacbe is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this,
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa,
Fe, N. M., SayS:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kiduey trouble since using Doan- Kidney Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from back-ache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and rio
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
Irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United

M
Xo

IVIEXIGQ POLITICS AND

election
city officials
Mexico should
at once. Put
expense is a
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P. WHITE,

Treasurer;
ATKINSON, Secretary,

W. M.
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars

logue address.

and illustrated

cata-

Col. JAS. W. WILSON,

Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair hwi care for all makes
AtfD SUPPLIES,

SINTA FE GARAGE

uify and
of New

in every

rush
them

Palace Ave.

Wire Today.
Incredible as it may seem the ly
ing assertions made by our enemies
at Washington that the 18,000 majority polled for the constitution was ob
tained by bribery, intimmidation, vio
lence and fraud have been listened to
sufficiently to make it necessary for
the people of New Mexico to make
sworn statements that these charges
are false. Always on the lookout for
the flimsiest excuse for delay and inaction on statehood, our enemies In
congress have threatened to tie up
the whole matter with a congressional "investigation" which means the
fatal delay in admission.
Such a situation is enough to make
the blood of any honest American citizen boil; but we must face the situation as we have faced It for 50 years.
It is no time to "cuss"- disingenuous
lawmakers and traitors who are arming her foes against New Mexico;
it Is time to get bu3y again. The telegraph wires and mail should be flooded nqw with affidavits directed to
Chairman Hamilton of the house committee on territories and to Delegate
Shoreham
W. H. Andrews,
hotel,
Washington, D. C. Do it now. Vo- -

JP

in
on

If

baga;

'in' importance of tl.e
::em;cs are determine.
baseless and ridicuhm-tex- t
fy the visionary whose only method
Pecos Valley Candidate.
for delay; delay i:
one has the slightest desire to "f reform is revolution, but they will. have been delaying in:

ment among those Republicans
mat is due him for faithful and gen have an abiding f;iith in the
go ni
ohomnixnuliin n( tha Ppcn9 V.ll ment founded by Washington,
in
ley. To do so would be ungrateful
by Lincoln and
the extreme, and Pecos valley people Roosevelt.
are not ungrateful. Mr. Andrews ia
On the anniversary of the birth (if
a citizen of Albuquerque, and may the
great emancipator Mr. Koosevelt
properly be recognized as the candi- said, in ihe cntirsn of his nH,i;-- , tJdate of the other side lor tne semuor-- ,
it la eminently fining that we
Nathan Jaffa is a citizen of!fhm,,(1 C()me hfere tQ
ship.
p th(, R
Roswell and is the logical man for can parry tQ be
(n
fnc
If it
this side of the mountains.
pk,8 whl(.n ita found!ril
Tl
were left to a popular vote of the Hc,mb!ican
rt mst ,,(,
whole territory he would lead the
0,hprwise there ,s
field.
This is a rational conclusion. for g exIgt,
at a
,f )ny.
,
so
is
prompt-- that
and that is what
being
the
of
jg n
Ljnrohl
hejr
well
ly recognized by the people.-Rosheir Qf ,ne CoUm w
'
negibiei-i.mu.nfeared and denounced what they ml-- I
"
led his radicalism.
Rut it is equalHats Off to Roswell Prohibitionists, lv as essential to remember Lincoln's
All nats must come oti to Alderman coot and temperate wisdom as well
G. E. Gavin, who is president of the as his fiery zeal for righteousness.
Roswell
There can be no progress unless
League, who sent
the following telegram immediately it be wise progress. In other words,
upon hearing of the slanderous attack the Republican party must not oniv
upon New Mexico by unauthorized be progressive but sane.
Lincoln
won a place in history because he
prohibitionists:
States.
"Hon W. C. Hamlin, House of Rep- helped the forces which overthrew
Remember the name Doan's and
the kind of conservatism which was
resentatives, Washington, D. C:
take no other.
"Disregard individuals and organ!- - typified in the following of Buehan-zationof knockers who are making nan and Fillmore,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
charges of corruption in the recent
p,ut he was able to overthrow these
(06904)
election on the ratification of the men because he declined to be led
Department of the Interior,
New Mexico constitution.
Give us aside from the path of healthy proU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
statehood and let us develop our ma gress to follow extremists of the
1911.
February 8,
Notice is hereby given that Pascuali terial resource. When enough of us John Brown and Wendell Phillips
These men rendered at times
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on walu Pronimnon we win get h. we type.
But if Lincoln had
Aug. 4, 1905, made homestead entry !were simply outvoted in the fight to god service.
get prohibition into our constitution. followed in their steps the result
No.
for NW
NE
S
would have been death to the nation
NE
SE
Section Vote for statehood!"
NW
Which in manhood and good sense
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
Tucson, Arizona Republican.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- with the bark on it, fully sustains
tion to make final five year proof, to our expressed belief that the prohiestablish claim to the land above de- bitionists of New Mexico do not stand
B
EDITORIAL
scribed, before Register or Receiver, for the action of those
FLUSHES.
a
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M lying arnachists who tried to get Preson the 22nd day of March, 1911.
bill
ident Taft to oppose the statehood
Claimant names as witnesses:
No Sunday Work.
because prohibition was not in the
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, constitution. Roswell Register Tri- - In eliminating- Snnrinv
in
....
Tiff
XT
..11
0
r
H..
,
their miripa in
... Ho
... Tiiulion UiaiilLl LUC
.'if.t
and Juno .uontoya, oi raima, iN. m.
Phelps-Dodginterest are following
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the admirable initiative of Mr. John
The Unkindest Cut of All.
Register.
A number of eastern prohibition- Greemvay, the general manager of the
The miner
ists, inspired by local influence, have Calumet and Arizona.
TIMETABLE ALL
made a protest against the approval has as much right to his day of
at rest as any other citizen.
ObjectLOCAL TRAINS of the New Mexico constitution
Washington, charging fraud, intimi- ions may be made to the cut'ing out
coercion and a little bit of of Sunday
work, but these objectThe following are the time tables dation,
else in connection with ions will not come from the
everything
of the local railroads:
the election for delegates and upon
Tucson, Arizona Citizen.
Leave
A Big Industry.
the constitution.
The charges are
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westThe magnitude of the newspaper
and absolutely abfalse
unqualified,
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
The protestants either do not business .s not generally understood
surd.
Returning arrive ;.t Santa Fe 12:10 know what
they are talking about or by the layman, but he will gain some
P. m.
idea of it from the s'aienent by the
wilfully misrepresent.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westof
are "Progressive Printer" that the Los
The
statehood
opponents
bound.
still unwilling to abide by the major- Angeles Times has just entered into
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
ity vote of the people, and ari under- a $2,500,000 contract for print paper.
P. in.
This is said to exceed by far any
7
7:20 p. m. conect with No.
and handed attack is now being .nade dicontract ever made in
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 feastbound. rect to the President at Washington print paper
is this or any other country
Arizona
the
which
by
element,
prohibition
Sani.a
Fe
at
11:10
arriv
Returning
Republican.
was
that
the
18,000
claiming
majority
m.
P.
obtained by "fraud and corruption."
The claim is absolutely without foun- - A Soldier's View of Mexico's RevoluD. & R. G. Ry.
tion.
anu is tne unKinuest cut oi
i nation
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
The glamour of romance may be all
all." It will hardly carry and weight
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
with President Taft, who is posses- right for nations of the past, but, as
sed of a splendid judicial mind.
Major Charles D. L. Mine (U. S. M.
New Mexico Central Ry.
A. 1891) points out, it is doing MexSilver
iCty
Independent.
No.
with
a.
Leave 7:30
m., connects
ico no good these days, as it causes
34 east and 33 south and west.
"her affairs to be viewed in a magProgressive Republicanism.
Arrive 8 p. tn., with connections
nified
Theodore
Roosevelt
in
Lincoln
his
perspective," as he happily
No.
34
south
we3t.
from
and
33 east;
What would be called a
Day address at Grand Rapids gave a puts it.
definition to Progressive Republican- riot on the east side in New York or
Foley Kianey Pills are a reliable ism that may well be
adopted by Ari- a cowboy drunk at a roundup in the
rheumatism zona
remedy for backache,
His words ring West frequently be omes a "revolu
Republicans.
and Urinary irregularities. They are true. We commend them as
pointing tion" in the press dispaches from the
tonic in action, quick in results and
the way to true progress within the border.
Major Mine has just retur
afford a prompt relief for all kidney
are utterly ned from a four month's tour of the
Republican party.
They
Sold at the Capital
disorders.
lacking in the canting hypocrisy of National railways of Mexico as a
Pharmacy.
the fake radical; they will not satis railway organization expert, and had
a close view of the operations of the
rebels in the northern part of the reHe does not see in them any
public.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
serious menace to the stability of the
Roswell, New Mexico.
The most formidable
government.
uprising has been in the state of Chi"The West Point of the Southwest"
huahua, due largely to local dissaf-fectioRanked by United States War Depart
" I
"nictinn-iikhpfagainst the authorities of that
ment
as
Inctitntinn
...w... wu
IHU.IIUIIVUt
VIVIIIIgUlUU.U
state.
uwing to the mountainous
Army officers detailed by War Departcharacter of this region there will
ment.
probably be more or less banditti war
Thorough Academic course, preparing
fare for some time to come.
Major
young men for college or business life. Hine traveled recently in more than
Great amount of open air work. Health20 states from the Rio Grande to the
iest location of any Military School in Guatemala frontier, and did not find
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
it necessary to carry firearms of any
i
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the description.
&f
As a matter of fact,
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
there was more danger from train
sea level, sunshine every day, but little robbers in the United States during
rain or snow during session.
the same period.
Those who look
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, al for prolonged revolution or outside
graduates from standard eastern colleges intervention when the Diaz regime
Trans
passes will be disappointed.
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished
are
and
communications
portation
in
and
resmodern
all
heated, lighted
welding together the republic of Mex
pects.
ico beyond the power of malcontents
REGENTS-- E
A. CAH00N President,
to destroy. Army and Navy JourG.
Foster-Milbur-
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Deal with the Grocer who sells Cottolene

wire ynur affidavits !':
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cooki. mo- nr.
itself, ami in ..! ions approach it
-

i.'ot in quality.

our notice that cheap and inferior
are hcinrx offered the public in some
com ni;:; !:-- . as " ju-- as good " as Couolcnc.
There is u ecoiiomv in buvinsr such products
even at: a lew cans les per pail .than Cvtto-!eis sold for.
And this is why:-V7
1 hese
products are of inferior, grade, and
often made amid questionable surroundings.
Coftnch being' richer, will go one-thifarther than any of these products, lard or
cooking butter, and a few cent's saving at the
start is not a saving in the end, but false
7
economy.
There's but one Cottocne, and we make it.
Substitutesarc makc-bel- ic
es, and dear at anv
It pays to deal with the grocer w ho sells Cottolcnc, because
i
t
1

o
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Journal.
A Consistent Attitude.
Whatever may be s.t;d .: the evening organ of morality in ii.is ciry its
consistency cannot be il'i!.t.il. By
the use of every variety
falsehood
and misrepresentation, his paper dur-- I
ing the constitutional nmveution and
the campaign that ful!,jw J, endeavored to defeat statelmud and to malign and slander New Mexico and her
people at home and abroad. It wel
coined to its bosom traduci ts and de
tainers of New Mexico and her people
who came here from out side and
cheered every lying );!. and every
barefaced calumny uttered in the ef
fort of defeat the will of the people.
Processing to abide by the overwhelming- vote of the majority on the
the evening paper lias nevertheless since aided and abetted the
unscrupulous and dirty taetios em
ployed to knife statin a) tit the last
nument, and if possib'e again 'oastt
the chalice from the lips' f.r the per;-ii- .

J y
r----

1

rd

.'

--

J
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lprice.
iie is most lKeiy to senii.itnc rjest or evervtinng.
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FAIR HANK COMl'ANV

nary for the (onimittee who had ii on are at work keep the flag in through youth and manhood to
good
in charge and marks an epoch in the mind; think of what it represents and
honor and
citizenship and to t;
history of Albuquerque.
think of the history it covers. Study glory of the national brtwu r.
that history and study the lives of
Eloquent Address to Boys.
We rejoice that th- pi. 5.
is
In his presentation speech Mr. El- the men who have played a part in
made by the official representative of
der said:
the the whole city upon which we
making that history.
Study
hope
Mr. Chairman and the Roy Scouts. callsos' ,ne course and the result of that
our organization will reflect
the wars through which this flag has credit and honor.
To the people of
work- Today lias been one of unusual intere who have for so nianv
been carried victorious.
ed and waited for admission ;nto the est and pleasure to me. At noon I
Albuquerque, please expref- - our grat- It is the earnest prayer and hojie.itiide for the generous support we are
I'nion. While this was to be expect- attended the annual meeting of the
ed not many believed that the even- New Mexico Ktwiety of the Sons of that you may be never (ailed upon receiving and especially to the ladies,
the American Revolution,
which is to march beneath it to defend your whose good opinion i3 so dear to us,
ing paper would dare to come out
an
of
the de- country's honor, but should you be. ami who have done so much to make
organization
composed
benow
the
work
and
defend
l)e"'J
The Tues- scendants of the patriots of the see to it that that. Hag is carried this affair a success,
i':;t done at Washington.
American revolution.
j
The National through again waving victorious.
Wo are p.lr;i(.,,i,.ir!v happy and
day evening issue' of the paper howa charter,
was
has
which
society
it
revealed
one
that
Now, boys,
ever, again frankly
word, proud to have with us tonight the
concluding
stands firmly with the enemies of granted by special ac of the Congress Live till- - to the ideals of the Hoy Sons of the Arn
an Revolution in
New Mexico and the enemies of tUbu - ' t'"i Vnited .States and some of its Scouts, so that when for you the a body, Their presence reminds
us
''Jects are to promote a more pro- muffled drum is tapped and tin's flag of the glorious deeds of the fathers
querque, and stands for everything
tound reverence tor the principles of U
draped, you may have made the of this great country of our3 tind
tation of our state and people at government founded by our fore- world a little better by having lived their exercises will till our hearts
fathers and to carry out the purpo- In it.
and sou!'; v. ith patriotism.
Washington.
It is perhaps unnecessary but may ses expressed in the preamble of the
Amado
To you, sir, personally, we wish to
Response by
Chaves, Jr.,
do no harm to just remind the peo- constitution of our country and the
AniMilo Chaves, Jr., in behalf of the
of Washington in his fareexpress our best thanks for the noble
ple of Albuquerque to whom such a injunctions
Boy Scouts responded as follows:
to
well
the
American
address
words contained in your patriotic adpeople.
publication looks for support, that it
On behalf of the Boy
Mr. Mayor;
And now on this, the birthday of
It. will be the aim of our lives
dress.
has a knife out for every good inter
I
Scouts of the City of Albuquerque
est of the city and the state. The mys- Washington, the Sons of the Ameri- accept the beautiful banner which to be worthy of our ancestors who,
can Revolution are here to extend to
tery of the whole situation is the fact
you have presented to us as a gift in their day under the gretrcst trials
that such a newspaper could have the you the Boy Scouts, their hearty
from Mrs.
II. Putney, to be pre- and difficulties accomplished so nine l
deOn one hand are the
unparelleled temerity to ask or ex- Godspeed.
served in memory of her late hus- for the benefit of the human race.
old
the
"The
of
scendants
patriots.
pect support or encouragement from
This banner symbolizes the
A short speech was also made in
of 'TtJ," who fought
and gave band.
people whom it cono'.olently and per- I'oys
American
to
we
which
nation
behalf
of the G. A. It. by Commander
great
the nation they established thai iiag,
De pleased to accept our II. B. Steward of that organization.
sistently attempts to injure and slan- which commands
the respect of the belong.
der.
sincere thanks and to convey to Mrs.
world.
And once qgain we would remind '
on the other hand are von llf)VS! Putney the assurance of our apprecia
ARE YOU A WOMAN?
the evening paper that its wails over
tion a nd gratitude. It is with heart-- j
of
the
in
united
your
organization
will
Baltimore, Md Mrs. W, H. Ison. at
lost advertising and
ac-- i
and it is your aim to so felt pride and gratitude that we
East Madison street, writes, "For
inn
secure, not an iota of symplhy but Hoy Scou's,
cent
this
beautiful gift and it will be
train yourselves that when you grow
I suffered, off and on,
secure, not an iota of sympthy but to manhood
a great pleasure to preserve the same several
and the responsibilities
from female troubles, until finally 1
this city. Albuquerque Journal.
in memory
Mr.
whose
of
Putney,
of family and society ami
country
career is yet fresh in the memory of was taken down I and could do nothrest upon you, thai you will be capa-- I
ing. The pains
experienced, I shall
FORMER SANTA FE
men men fitted the people of this territory. Me was never forget. I lost weight till I was
BOY MADE RESPONSE. ble, patriotic, manly
a model citizen, generous, kind, gento bear tne Duruen.
I
ine
only skin and bones. I believe
inwould have been in my grave, if I had
Jbilities handed down from sire to son tle and just, and a man of sterling
to
American
Presentation
Flag
tegrity and honesty and of a spotless not tried Cardui. I shall praise it as
in the generations since the American
Scouts at Albuquerque on Wasl
The story of his life is long as I live." Many women, like
have been nobly borne, character.
Revolution,
ot remembrance and emula- - Mrs.
ington's Birthday.
worthy
will
turn
in
Ison, are weak and discouraged
fathers
soon
and
your
on account of some painful ailment.
over to tion.
those
responsibilities
hand
Morning
(Thursday's Albuquerque
AVe recognize that the flag teaches Are
you one of these sufferers? CarSo upon you, and upon the
vou,
Journal.)
the
great lessons of patriotism and dui will help you. Try it today. Any
vou
like
tiovs
nf
through
Marking the final inauguration in ih.iu.jmis
ourselves druggist.
of thej yuMy and we pledge
this city and territory of one of the this broad land, rests the hope
nation.
greatest juvenile organizations inthe
riio Snns of the American Revoiu- world, the Boy Scouts of America, the
brilliant ball in their honor given last tion are here tonigiu iu "
most interestea m .vou aim
night at the big national guard arm- they :ire
a watchful eye over
ory was perhaps the most notable so- will ever have
be ready to give you
ever
and
IS
you
BEST
of
the
the
in
event
city.
cial
history
In its patriotic features it was signai-l- ,mv assistance to aid , your develop
manly
"
imnressive and martial and was ment into true,
.
.
.i .n
w
attended by the largest, gayest and men men true to yourselves aim
most representative gathering of so- each other; men true to your counuy
Tone purity, ease of opeThe armory was and to your country's God.
ciety on record.
be
ration
may
durability unequalled
And now, boys, that you
transformed into a gorgeous riot of
colors by the use of flags, bunting and worthy to bear the responsibilities
The
Place to buy
whether fortune
Navajo rugs in the greatest profusion, which rest upon you,
or whether
them is
such a decoration scheme never hav- smiles lavishly upon you,
temptation
ing been previously attempted or car- misfortune befalls you,
to
The Santa Fe Trail
ried on such a huge scale in this assail you, or all the world seerns
be true to the aims
still
forsake
you,
city.
Curio Store
The event of rh evening was the and ideals of the Boy Scouts.
have the honor, on behalf of
to the Boy Scouts
formal preset
of a magnificient bilk national flag Mrs. L. B. Putney, to present to you
This iiag is
measuring about, four by six feet with this glorious banner.
in memory of
into
keeping
your
a silver decorated flagstaff bearing given
the name of the recipient and the a man of whom a man who knew him
was one of the best
donor, Mrs. I.. B. Putney. The pre- well said: "He
He was of kindknew."
ever
men
he
of
on
the
behalf
sentation speech
and had amiable consideragiven was made by Mayor John W. ly nature
which endeared him
Elder, whose address, while brief, tion for everyone
man successful, not
a
was
all.
to
He
with
and
was eloquent
patriotreplete
material
in
things, but also in
only
ism The ceremony was marked
truer sense
moreover by the attendance in a body the higher, nobler and
success came from hiB being
of the Sons of the American Revo- and this
as a citizen- - de,
lution and oilier patriotic societies. honest and upright
truthful
home
his
to
voted
ties,
The response to the presentation
moral and clean
and
unselfish,
Araado
made
Chaves,
was
by
speech
in every relation of life.
Jr., of the Boy Scouts.
Boy Scouts, you may well emulate
uniformed
A drill by the newly
- his example and may the community
Drillof
direction
the
under
To Suite Every Purse
Scouts,
master Colon. John Borradailo, bore in which each of you may live hold
witness to the splendid training of for 'ou tne. respect and esteem which
the boys and every movement was a" New Mexico holus for Lyman B.
executed with accuracy and precision Putney.
The world
Boys, remember this:
Ranging From $15
and loudly cheered by the thousands
i? steadily growing better. Since the
of spectators.
first
when the
On behalf of the Sons of the Revo- days of the dark
lution, Raymond Stamm of that or- concession to personal liberty and
ganization, after a brief preface point- Individual opportunity were granted
ing out to the boys the necessity of by Charlemagne, who was crowned
unity and team work as taught by emperor of the Holy Roman empire
George Washington read to the assem- on Christmas day, SUO, on through
to
bled Scouts brief extracts from Wash- the granting of Magna Charta
address which the English people by King John, on
ington's farewell
were listened to with sdose attention. through the establishhment of AmeriMusic by the Learnard and Linder - can independence, there has been a
A New
of
mann boys' band No. 2 was played steady advancement toward the ulti
here
Be
mate goal, "Peace on Earth, Good
during the evening.
see
The dance followed, on one of the Will to Men."
all go.
best floors in the Southwest and to
See to it that you continue this
splendid music, was a beautiful spec- progress and make youur world of totacle and the gowns of the ladies de- morrow a little better than our world
fied all attempt at description.
of today.
Boys, in days to come,
The ball was a triump . extraordl whether you are at play or whetheT
-
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to $200

Fine New Line of

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS
Lot Small Extra Fancy
this Week.
Gray Navajos
Sure to
them before they

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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IT WILL MEAN MILLIONS OF DOL-- ;
It is evidently Senator rjeveiidge's ROOSEVELT IS NOT A
platens furnished. Ribbons and supLARS.
WHISKEY
BIBBER.
intention to go into oblivioh in a
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
of
and rented. Standard makes handled.
and lt d lights,
Yesterday the New Mexican ediTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
That He
All repair work and typewriters guarMexico Report Freely Circulated
w
toriallv calk-- attfntinn to the nossl-- f lu wer to pull
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Drinks to Excess Is Stamped
Statehood through at the eleventh
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exof
and
New
Mexico's
and Superintendent. bility
Editor and President.
pinon
as Damnable Lie.
Phone 231.
hour before retirement from the Sen-- j
change.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureother scrub trees becoming a
ate, red fire woijld be added to the
FOR RENT Sir room house furfor the manufacture of pulp for rockets.
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 24. Jacob
Kntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Posioffiee.
nished or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
"next
to
Rii3,
friend"
Colonel
TheomilSu h use would mean
paper.
dore Roosevelt, has written a letter
J3.50 lions of dollars of revenue for the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
MONEY AND METALS.
Daily, six months, by mail
Canada Is turning the tables on the to C. H.
Riggs of the Bristol Press In
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
.Jo
New York Lead quiet, $4.404.50.
carrier
Daily, per week, by
1.00
annexto
T'nited
of
a
States
in
months
six
as
reference
its
Weekly,
good portion
which he tells in emphatic English for light housekeeping.
Territory,
Inquire 212
Standard copper quiet, spot and
Daily, per aionth, by carrier... .75
The businessmen of Alaska what he thinks of the
2.00 school lands is covered with pinion ation.
McKenzie.
.65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
March, $12.15 12.25.
annex
Aiasica
to
Peimon
congress
Now
enemies.
comes
the
Denver
cedar.
He
and
50
Richmond Hill,
says:
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Silver, 52
th.nt t Canada. Now will Clump Clark lie ii. i., teo. 15 U. H. Riggs Dear Sir:
Timns an,! mnkea tho
WANTED
Position
y lady as
WOOL MARKET.
?
I regret that there are so
will turn pinon good
the government
Address P. O.
many unin-- : cashier or bookkeeper.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
St.
Feb. 24. Wool unchangLouis,
M.
Box
N.
trees into paper.
It says:
Santa
331,
Fe,
telligent people in this country of
ed; territory and western mediums
It is sent to
ours.
"Pinon wood, of which
'here is SECOND VERDICT OF
How any one can regard the!
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
1922; fine mediums 1618; fine 12
millions of feet in Colorado, and hereGUILTY FOR MURDER. result of the elections, when half the
with
WANTED Man or woman
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
13.
be
will
considered
tofore
worthless,
rose
country
up and struck out fori $1,000 to invest in good mining prop-thLIVESTOCK.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
converted into wood pulp for the Luis Tapia Is Convicted at Santa Rosa
principles for which Mr. Roose-- : erty to develop same. Good referenc-vel- t
Chicago, Feb. 24. Cattle Receipts
is contending, as a blow at him es will be furnished. Oscar Titlow,
0f Killing Nora Stewart the
making of paper.
2,000. Market slow and steady. Beeves
has always been a puzzle to me.
'John Fitzgerald, supervisor of the
Rowe, N. M.
Day Before Wedding.
$5.106.80; Texas steers $4.255.60;
Pilce National forest, said today thei
"About the result in New York
.
western steers $4.605.70; stockers
crnvernment would use this wood for
is
m..t
there
thi3
to
I uc Lliai UL t
1
just
cl
IU1
say
lllliit-tthat,
except)
lilit,
uuia
and feeders $3.8O5.80; cows and
TYPEWRITERS
for
of
'he
manufacture
The
Roosevelt
paper.
in
knew
or:
where he
going
colonies on the roots in the shape
BACK TO FARM.
Nora Stewder of his
and rep'aired. New heifers $2.605.70; calves $7.509.50.
cleaned, adjusted
.
nodules.
These creatures ex- - Department of Agriculture has
art 0n January 19th of this vear came defeat fast coming, the majority,
In New Mexico it is not back to the little
gs
tract nitrogen from the air, feed if to experimenting for years to find use to a cIoge Monday Veninf! at Santa against the Republican ticket would
farm o much, as the need of better the
have been like the old Cleveland ma-- '
which by actual results '"r this specie of pme tree,
Rosa, Guadalupe county. District Atplant,
New Mexico is shows an' increase in
"The pinon tree is scrubby, about torney McElroy was assisted in the jorities, 200,000 to 300,000, and tt
R. J. PALEN, President,
methods of farming.
J. B. READ, Cashier,
plant weight of
would
twelve feet in height and only a few
have
was
been
as
the
Of
stor65,000
Hollo-macommonwealth.
besides
to
a
10
rural
000
from
cent,
L.A.
per
HUGHES,
essentially
prosecution by Attorney Reed
F.
McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
a rebuke to the gang that op- inches in circumference.
The trees
of Tucumcari.
The jury was now,
all the states, it has a greater per- ing up nitrates in the soil for future
the
of
in
southern
votes
and
as
in
traded
part
thickly
crops amounting to COO to 1,000
only out about four hours when a ver posed Hughes
in cattle, the gang which Mr. Roose-- '
tne state and alao is found in great dict
centage of people gaining a liveli- pounds per acre.
"We
as follows:
upon
agreed
the
and
farm
range
hood from the
j
numoers in ivew Mexico.
its use the jury in the case of the territory velt smashed.
"Thus Nature provides a process of will create millions of dollars."
than any other state in the Vnion. It
"The Wall street interests started1
vs.
Luis
defendant
the
find
which
Tapia
has no large cities; it has only three renewal for the one essential must
the lie, as I happen to know, for Gen- guilty of murder in the second de-towns of more than 5.000. and only experts have long considered
eral
Howard not long before his
While (he New Mexican believes
C. C. Davidson, the attorney
one that exceeds 10,000 in population, be supplied to the soil in the form of
death wrote to me that two Wall
to
the
of
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
know
the
resistance
and
not
for
does
wrong
beds
gospel
ye!
prisoner
n..u- hv a
small marein. chemical fertilizers. The nitrate
,i
such resistance should be whether a new trial will he asked for. street acquaintances had assured him
ex- - oppression,
of
are
fast
world
the
becoming
of
the
in
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Arizona,
while
within constitutional and legal limits The evidence showed that on the that 'the president (Roosevelt) was
r mining hausted and the outlook is serious. and
population lives in towns
drunk
in
White
the
every night
should not bring the greatest
of the 19th of January of
ramus, in New Mexico, it is only one With new light and hope for the uis- fering and burden upon women and
this year, at the Bailon ranch on the House.' If you can put me on the
mere
is
tarm
eastern
credited
so
much
Rut
lanas,
the
of
tenth
population.
as the insurrection
in Mesa Aragon, where Tapia,
children,
Nora track of any one circulating these
the more reason therefore that the to come renewed interest in the
stories you will be rendering a serMexico is doing. It agrees heartily stewart and the murdered
mothl
where
girl's
for
to
the farm,
schools should pay more atten- ment back
vice to me. The devils!
with Hon. B. M. Read in his com-ie- r
in
(JtluM.s
the
with
sevra
living
tion to the theory and wherever pos-- j there is profit there will be gijeat munication yesterday in which be'
Transacts a general banking business in aH its branches.
"Damnable Liar," He Writes.
t six left
Xol.a al)out ha!f
fami,
sible to practical farming both under numbers of persons eager to get it.
counsels against extending material
"Roosevelt drinks about as much as
Loans
,v
h
afterward
t,K
foowed
a
money on the most favorable terms on aH kinds of
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INDICATE BAD BLOOD

Attorney Ralph Easley is up from
Where the blood is rure anv wound
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T. J. Saurenmar of Calvert Texas
This is true because
first
intention."
is at the Montezuma.
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nature
Miss M. Presco oi Trinidad
the circulation k:iv.n a rh.sina,
sightseer at the Montezuma.
which joins and hoUU tV.e place to-- of
Columbus
Mrs. E. D. Miner
gethcr until the fibre.--: and 'issuer, can
is a sightseer at the Palace.
permanentl" kn;t and interweave.
Mrs. V. R. Pyke of Hooper, Colo.. Whenever the r.lc
'n:rs chronic
ii a sightseer at the Palace.
because this hes'.i:
if.ality of
litis
F. J. Keny, a narciware salesman of the blood has neen uumimi py some
Denver, is calling on the trade.
impurity in the eircui;U"):i, and the
Nelson L. LeGrand of the United , place remains open, ir.Ki tin all
Forestry service, is at the Pal- rounding flesh, until t:.u ch.tracU.-- of
the circulation is ch,:i,.,u.i. Xo sort
ace,
'
R. R. Urquhart, the well known can lleul where the blood is lad ; be
cause ine moroiu iiii'U7ui'.-- on wnicn
drug salesman from Denver, is at the
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J. E. Earickson, the well known
traveling man from L.as Vegas, is at
the Montezuma.
C. Jj. Pollard,
former postmaster
and well known merchant of Espano- la, is at the Montezuma.
Mrs. C. W. Mullen and her son. A.
W. Neuman of Waterloo, la., are sightseers registered at the Palace.
A. H. Clonger of New York, A. O.
Taylor and R. H. Stevens of Denver,
are traveling men registered at the
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what Source the impurities of the'
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And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta,

these little pin' gifts under the lapel
of his coat for the admiration
of
Journal.
friends only. There, pinned near the
Albert Clancy went to Uamy yes-- diamond question mark, is an ame- terday to meet his old friend, Gus tyst of unique setting and not far
Hetling. who passed through on his away is a ruby set in an Egyptian
wav to California.
Hetling was third head. There is also a pearl and ruby
bamvian for St. Louis last, year and pin which is much admired by those
this season plays with Oakland.
who were born in July as was Mr.
Supieme Court Clerk Jose D. Sent; Burke.

The l.oretto pupils finished a thrru
days' retreat this morning and received the papal benediction from th
Rev. A. J. Schuler, S. .1., who conducted the reat.
The puupils enjoyed the spiritual
exercises which were conducted in a
very interesting manner by the talented and learned Jesuit father.
A retreat
of abow
three days
the custom each year at Catholic
and
during
colleges and convents
those three days the boys ami girls
refrain from speaking, devoting- all
their energies to listening to sermons
and tneditating on them.

but to entertain you with an exhibit of the handsomest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.

It is as though the ROYAL TAILORS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring Woolen
Market in to a great magic seive.

is--

And then had sifted out the
ROYAL SPRINi Line.

21.
Feb.
Wash..
Harry
Seattle,
Toy, 1:1 years old, a Chinese merchant
of this city, and Port Angeles. Wash..
and .Mrs. Daisy Davis, 21, formerly a
worker in the Methodist Episcopal
Chinese mission in Portland, were
married here by the Rev. W. T. Osborne, a negro pastor of the African
Methodist church of this city. The
young woman met Toy at the Portland
mission years ago, and recently re-newed the acquaintance here.
Toy is wealthy, dresses in the
height of fashion and is well cducat-- j
ed. The couple will reside in Seattle.
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The science of correct measurement is an art and
not guess work with us. By personal lessons at the
factory and instruction at first hands we have mastered the business and can guarantee perfect satisfaction.
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authentic in Spring Woolen Styles, whether it comes
from the North of England or the South of Scotland,
the attractive pattern is bought for the "Royal'' line.
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quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and

heart of them all in

to the

NEGRO OFFICIATES AT WEDDING
OF CHINAMAN AND CAUCASIAN.

1

polished mahogony and

Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs,
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
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Cashier J. Frank Curns of
Mound, Mora county, formerly of Santa Fe, was In town yesterday on land
office business.
Mrs. G H. Van Stone of Estanela.
who hflH heen at the Sanitarium with
ihor son and daughter will MVt tn.
morrow on the flyer for California.
Francis C. Wilson, United States at- torney for the Pueblo Indians, accompanied by Mrs. Wilson, arrived last
night from Santa Fe. Albuquerque
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Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.
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S5.00
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1

GROCERS
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24 Hour

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing

109.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWfcLL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
LeaVes Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 3:30 p. nv
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a m., arrive in Vaughn at 6 p. m.
t 50 lbs. to
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage
a

at the rate of

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengerf
to make special connections with ani
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co , at Roswell, N. M., at

least

and Wash Tubs.
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and

111

ana oee
them in

Light Company

hours in advance. Rate for
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J. W. STOCKARD,
'

DARK PLACES

ror niecinc irons, croners,

24
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w e are Age lltSv Cleaners

&

H. S.
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,T
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30c

City

PHARMACY

FARE

Phone Black

UpemtlOfl

MANAGER
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The
Copper Company,
tions in inorganic and organic chem- was down near the zero point and
will
with
gons, when loaded
istry, the physiologic action and there could hardly have been any 'weigh approximately 1S.000 pounds,
N. M. to all principal
$25.00 waey
therapeutic uses and doses of drugs); people on the sireets.
The .robbers hc has already hauled out storage
points in California
Weight, 10.
f
entered the bank by breaking a latch tanks having a capacity of 9,000
;. Bacteriology and hygiene (the
one of the side windows and rais- - 0ns, and the oil as it is hauled out
COLONIST RATES Northwest,
technic of bacteriologic
laboratory ing the window. The safe i3 inside of in the wmrnns will be unloaded into
methods, and the practical application Uhe vaut which llad two ,leavy stel theg(J tanl.g at the company's piant.
Effective March 10th 1911
oi tne principles oi oactenoiogy ana doors. these doors were ij0th Wown Mr. Tenney also has i.i.000 pounds
and treat-jfrohygiene to phophylaxis
The. outside of fuel oil loaded and ready to take
their hrPS
11
0ne QuftTflFA N M to points in Oregon,
ment) ; Weight, 15.
door of the safe was blow:n through out to the Deadwood
This
mine.
C, H. ill. ington, and the Northwest.
(.;.
General pathology and theory the vaul(. df)n. anfl ,ay on Ule midd,e
Way
is the third shipment of crude oil
of medicine (the etiolo of the floor in the
and
practice
&
Weatherhead
VL
banking room, to the Cleaveland
and
gy, pathology, symptomatology,
having knocked a large dent in the property, and it is reported that as
20.
of
treatment
;
AT
MS
k
diseases) Weight,
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
steel frame of the vault door in push- an economical fuel it gives entire
For Particulars call on or address,
7.
Obstetrics and gynecology (the
Vfc
CITY OFFICE IN
The Treasure Mining
ing through.
satisfaction.
general practice of obstetrics, diseaarITntil an expert to open' the safe
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
in the Mogollon
district,
ses of women, their etiology, patho- rives from 101 Paso the officials of Company
e
Socorro county, is now using
and the bank will be unable to get the
symptoms,
logy, diagnosis,
teams in hauling its ores from
nfav MEX'CAN DLDf .
treatment, medical and surgical); bank open. The officials of the bank the Confidence mine to the Graham
Weight, 10.
feel certain that the funds of the mill on Whitewater creek.
This
I!
OR
S. Experience, training and fitness,
bank are still inside the safe. The company has also contracted with
rated on the statement submitted by door leading to the offices over the W. A.
J
UNION DEPOT,
Tenney, the freighter of Silin his application; bank had been fastened from the outthe applicant
ver
City, for the use of sixteen more 1
Weight, 15.
side with a stick to prevent any one mules in order that they may doubls
Total, 100.
from coming down from the rooms the amount of ore now being haul
Only persons who havs been adm
A large Stilson wrench, a ed.
above.
In addition to the above they
to practice in New Mexico will
hisel, some fuse and a have secured the running gear for
carpenter's
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T couldn't," whispered Mrs. Drls- - BOXER GIVES MUCH PROMISE REAL START WAS AT OMAHA
coll in respons-i- ; "'twould fill a book.
"But I'll tell you what he didn't say." Sam
Fitzpatrick Declares He Has An-- Jack Pfiester, Premier
"
"And that
Pitcher of Chicago Cubs, Tells
other Kid Lavigne in Antone La- "Tliat he admires Mr. Jackson
of Early Cays.
grave, Western Fighter,
above all men and is distinctly pleased whenever he sees you with him."
if Antone Lagrave la as good a
By JOHN PFIE3TEH.
No more pleasfd than I am,' the fighter as Sam
he !s
thinks
(CopyrlcM. 1910, by Jos i.;. j. it ,wi..s.)
Filzpatriek
By
;:, piuir-sgirl exclaimed hotly, "when I see him
The way I got i::y
Samuel's judgment is fairly
with Betty Burnett"
a mangood), there is trouble in store for Ad. elonal baseball wa.- i:;m:
Then she sighed, but immediately
"Such an Interesting article, Dicky.
sger saw me make tun base hits in
Wolgast and any other lightweight
blazed forth again. "1 hate him, Mrs. who may have an eye on Wolgast's a game and tempted
Two Famous
u, .,, nut inAmerican
Surgeons.
to the minor leusur-sHave you read it?" The chaperon's Driscoll! I hate him! If there isn't title.
informed
l.
eyes sparkled mirthfully as they re- another man ever proposes to me I
Fitzpatrick once handled Kid La- - me he didn't think n.r.i.h ot my pitchof the ing, but wanted ip In:suy hitting.
vigne, champion lightweight
garded a young man who with the aid won t marry Richard Chesterneld.
beThose who do not u, !' i tarn! the joke
of a cane hobbled up the steps of
world, and the rotund manager
"Reaily?" the woman interposed.
the veranda.
"Chesterfield!" Marlon
please refer to the
averages.
repeated! lieves he has a second Lavigne in
It is a significant fact that
I was pitching i.'i ih
bottoms" at
"Fortunately, I don't require the aid with infinite scorn too absorbed to
a surgeon." The tone was acrid tice the interruption. "It's a shame both Lavigne and Lagrave are of Cincinnati and working at my trade.
with irritability.
that such a rude, impolite man should French extraction, the only difference I preferred pitching to 'iking at the
being that Lavigne sprang truir. ttie trade in those days. In fact as
"My dear boy, I wasn't alluding to bear the name of Chesterfield."
hills of Michigan and La- - was horn and raised wi'hin a short
your condition at all," said Mrs. Dris-col- l
"So he is, my dear. He has just pine-clastill with the twinkle in her been calling me a cat, and has threat- - Brave is a native or tne 1'acihc slope, distance of the Nai nal League park I
Fitzpatrick naturally was much im had the "baseball hug" by th;; time I
yes.
ened to write your father."
draw that was old enough to g to rhuol, and
"Well, I read the article yesterday.
The girl sat for a moment in deep pressed with the
il for a
his boy recently fought with Battling school and baseball r nn'li.-tFelt proud of. all Americans. Not a thought
n an" consliers t a great per- - long time. I land
the.
with
humorous article. Didn't have the ef"He is dreadful," she said. "I ho e formance.
In a note to the writer.
Shamrocks, one of the sMr semifect of making me grin like a Cheshire he does not
trouble father. Besides
team-- :
of
the
professional
city,
cat"
I would never have gone out with Mr. Fitzpatrick says:
out
is another Kid Lavigne, and after hopping in
and
"Why Richard Chesterfield!"
Jackson if he had not gone driving and"Lagrave15 rounds with
that
Nelson very of the minors and up and down t.Ti
"The day is too warm for exclama- with
Betty. I hate her! She is a
I
from the big
finally
tions," commented
Dickey, seating flirt and wants all the men dangling
,.
I
made
landed at Omaha, n: n
fight at Maapeth gomP t,mj agQ
bimself with difficulty.
after her.'
It is quite evident that Lagrave put what I regard as n.y r il start.
"Such rudeness!" exclaimed the
Mrs. Driscoll smiled knowingly.
a sturdy fight, and the only qiies--I fore that I had 1. n
more
woman. "He fancies impudence
is
"You and Dicky," she said, "have up
tion is as to the condition of the through lack of e.,
any-ilthan
wit."
inother things in common besides an
Dane on the night of the battle. The thing else and un
Uourke I
"Rudeness!" My dear Mrs. Dris-col- terest in the
Iron
as to Nelson's
ce and work
about all the e:
"
Impression
I simply stated
Works.
You both hate poor Betty general form is that he has deterio- - got
present
anyone needed. I v '
every other
"The drift of your remark was
Burnett"
'
' headers.
rated, and that Lagrave did not meet day and in a lot of
interrupted Mrs. Driscoll.
"He doe3 not"
the man who toppled Cans from the
It was at Omaha tha
began to see
"Not at all," said the young man.
"He does."
throne or the big possibilities of pl'rhing and I eTV
championship
lightweight
"But sometimes when shoes fit peo"Did he tell you so?"
even the man who gave Wolgast so realized that if I was going to get
ple they have an idea that they ought
Mrs. Driscoll nodded in affirmation. stubborn a fight before
yielding the along in the game I would have to
to wear them."
Smiling, Marion jumped up quickly, scepter of the
class.
do a lot of work am! studying. I
r
in
forward
Dickey was leaning
"I'm
Be that as it may, any man who can found I had been using myself
upstairs," she said, "to
to keep a certain white gowned write going
to daddy."
buffet Nelson for 15 rounds must have and my arm up uselessly
and
figure in view.
"First get your poor, old over- some class, and Lagrave therefore will altered my pitching style so as to get
"Did you see them?" he asked.
worked chaperon a handkerchief,"
the most on the bail at the least ex
But Mrs. Driscoll had turned away Mrs. Driscoll
called.
pense to the "salary whip." In other
from him. "Only after a fitting apolThe girl tripped lightly up the
words, I began to make n;y head help
ogy will I answer," she said. "Don't stairs.
mv arm and from that time on I was l;;
you know any better, Dickey, then to
The woman waited until she was
Jjia much better pitcher.
call a woman that you expect to ask out of
earshot, then she called softly:
I had been tried so many places that
favors from a cat?"
"Dicky!"
a lot of the scouts and others who
"
"Well, then you grinned like a
The young man stepped clumsily
were seeking pitchi-rbegan to pass
said the young man and a smile
through the window looking rather
me over without a thought, assuming
for the moment lit up his face.
I wouldn't do because I hadn't done.
"That is better. Anything but a sheepish.
"I wanted to see you again, Mrs.
At nnv rate I was In a funnv nosl- cat. It does not follow that all chapcontract so
Driscoll," he explained
tion. I had a
elaborately.
erons are cats."
"That is why I waited. I I'm really
that at the end of the season I would
"You're not worth your salt as a ashamed of
be at liberty to sign uith any team I
myself. I didn't mean to
chaperon," said Dicky savagely.
listen. The truth is I I wanted to
chose providing it wanted me. The
to
"Insult added
injury.'
Chicago team scouts had noticed the
"Did you see them go?" asked away forever."
change in my pitching style and came
Dicky, still with his eyes on a certain
"Are you going away?" The chap
after me. I did not know it, because
couple.
I was not told, for somo time. Final- eron was listening attentively for ap"Yes."
proaching footsteps.
"And you her chaperon! Why didn't
"Might as well."
You
you stop her? He is a cad.
"Why?"
fenow it What would her father say?
"Oh, well I fancy I would not be
Tell you what I've a good mind to any more miserable in Timbuctoo than
write her father and tell him how in Atlantic City. And I don't believe
things are going here.'
It is any hotter."
"I told her last Friday that if she
"Marion will be surprised," Mrs.
ever went out with him again I Driscoll said.
would break the engagement"
Even as she spoke the girl came for"And she said?"
handward holding out a snow-whitDicky looked sheepishly at Mrs. kerchief. She opened her blue eyes
Driscoll for a moment before he an- wide as she saw the man.
"I I didn't know you had some one
swered.
"Of course she was angry," he went with you," she stammered. "Pardon
on, "and did not mean it, but she me. I am going right upstairs agan."
Mrs. Driscoll put out her hand and
said well she insinuated that there
was no engagement. Called me all drew the girl to her knee.
Antone Lagrave.
"Wait a moment, my dear," she said
kinds of names jealous,
"You
now
are
seated
and
brute
other equally ladylike epi- smiling gaily.
be watched with interest the next
In the lap of the Court of Justice. The time he starts in the
thets."
lightweight hand- "
L
V',
case of Carter vs. Chesterfield Is to leap.
"How dreadful!"
f
"But we patched it up to the last be tried before her honor, the Chapto
the
reference
Fitzpatrick's
She promised never to go out with eron.
battle at Maspeth in
"
"What has the defendant to say?" 1895 revives recollections of one of
him again. And now
"He knows I do not like him to go the fiercest glove fights in the history
The pause was1 full of emphasis.
" of
" Mrs. Driscoll re- driving with Betty Burnett and
"And now
the Queensbury game. The bout
me
out
"She
never
to
out
go
promised
to
the
was a handicap affair, Walcott stiputhoughtfully
peated looking
with Jackson," he Interrupted.
ocean.
lating to knock out Lavigne in IS
"Silence! commanded the chaperon. rounds or forfeit a $500 side bet. The
"If it wasn't for this game leg I'd
"The defendant only must speak."
men weighed 133 pounds ringside, and
"I'm the defendant'
"Does she know how you got it?"
this was a severe handicap to the ne"I'm the defendant"
Mrs. Driscoll interrupted.
gro, who was compelled to resort to
"You're not."
"Of course she does," Dicky anbaths and drugs in order to make the
"I am."
swered.
weight.
The chaperon looked at both of
"Ah!"
The match grew out of an argument
"The
them
of
the betwen O'Rourke and Fitzpatrick as to
severely.
"And wouldn't you think she would
dignity
feel proud of me for holding in that court must be upheld," she said. "I the relative merits of their men.
runaway team. If it had not been for command you both to be silent"
Walcott started in with a rush and
For a brief second the young folks for a time punished Lavigne severely.
that wagon in the way there would not
have been an accident at all. But she glared at each other in open hostil- But the Saginaw Kid, with his wonhas not said ten words to me since it ity.
derful vitality, took all W'alcott could
"Dicky has told me," Mrs. Driscoll hand out and then came back for
happened."
"How queer," commented Mrs. Dris- continued, "that he is so miserable
more.
coll. "Could it be possible she was his love for you makes him so unThe bout lasted the scheduled limit
Jack Pfiester.
ftfj
angry because you were driving with happy he contemplates migrating to of 15 rounds, and while both men were
Timbuctoo for peace of mind."
l in their feet, Walcott had weakened
Betty Burnett?"
to
was
I
Chicago by my
brought
"That wasn't what I said," explod- under the enforced low weight and the ly
"No," said Dicky. "She would not
1
would
have
b as silly as all that Besides she ed Dicky.
and
fast pace
probably
club. I had wanted to join Chi
cago
"My dear young man," the chap-ero- been put to sleep in a few more rounds. cago for 60me time and was ready to
knows I do not care two cents about
said, "words count as nothing.
Betty. A girl with as many strings
Lavigne, by staying to the end of sell myself cheap to get there.
to her bow as Betty has no charms That was what your manner con- the bout won the wager, and Tim
veyed."
for me."
Hurst, the referee, was not called on
Dicky growled.
He had his
"That is all very well," responded
to make any decision.
Swimming Popular at Yale.
"And again," Mrs. Driscoll contin- troubles separating the men in the
Mrs. Driscoll. "But perhaps Marion
Swimming is the most popular form
"Marlon
she
says
abhors
Mr.
ued,
had
the
would rather have
heroism if
of athletics at Yale, according to the
clinches.
one of those other strings exploited Jackson. You are the only man she
Had a decision been rendered on the report of Prof. William G. Anderson,
loves."
been a
in the papers."
director of the university gymnasium.
i
" began Marion furious- bout Itself it would have of thedraw,
"I never-first Of the thirty-threTo this Dicky vouchsafed no anhundred students
as Walcott had the best
ly.
swer.
half of the bout and Lavigne came enrolled at Yale nearly two thousand
"Silence!" again commanded Mrs. very strongly in the latter half.
take part in some branch of athletics.
Suddenly he jumped up, groaning
"Words but Inadequately
Driscoll.
The men are divided among the vaof the records erroneously set
from undue haste.
Some
"There they go now," he said. express thoughts or feelings."
Walcott lost the bout. All rious sports as follows: Swimming,
that
forth
Dicky leaned forward. "You know," that the Black Demon lost was $500 600; squash, 150; lawn tennis, 115;
"Guess I'll go indoors." He disaphe said, "that I don't care a rap and some prestige because he failed handball, 100; rowing, 80; football,
low
French
winthe
within
peared
about Betty."
50;
dows of the hotel.
running, 75; track
to put Iavlgne to sleep.
"And I," Marion blushed, "positively
athletics, 65; basket ball, 40; baseball,
The chaperon watched her charge
Jtson."
Mr.
25; soccer football, 35; golf, 20; gymcoming slowly along the board walk. hate
The chaperon kissed Marion on both
With decided satisfaction she noticed
nastics, 25; fencing, 15; boxing, 40;
Jones Turns Down Harvard.
on
and
the back.
patted Dicky
Fielder Jones, former leader of the wrestling, 40; bowling, 70; and trap
that there was an appreciable space cheeks case of
true
love," she whisWhite Sox, has been offered shooting, 25.
between the girl and her escort As "Tlo
"never did I mean Bettled amic- Chicago
of professional coach for
the
position
they looked toward her she waved to keredout
of court" She arose and en- the Harvard university baseball team
them and they turned and made
,ir ably
tered the hotel.
Cornell Plans Better Football.
next spring. Harvard is taking up
way to the hotel.
In making plans for the next foot"Mr. Jackson has been kiri enough
the professional coaching plan for the
to offer to take the message to father
first time in its history. Yale, Penn- ball season the Cornell athletic offQuite Prosaic.
to the telephone station." The girl
sylvania, Dartmouth, Princeton and icers are considering a football game
"Do you observe the young chap other schools long ago adopted the with Syracuse. Athletic relations were
spoke gently but with a hint of disbroken by the two institutions many
with a cigarette in his mouth?"
missal in her tone.
professional plan.
"Yes."
Jones, who is heavily Interested In years ago. It is thought that it would
"Any otner messages, Mrs. Dris"I saw him yesterday on his knees Oregon timber lands, was forced to be a good plan to substitute Syracuse
coll?" the man queried.
to a beautiful heiress."
decline the proposition on account of for Harvard, and some people here
"No, Mr. Jackson. Thank you."
them very his business. Harvard has several believe Harvard would play Princeton
Marion was moving slowly up the
"Did you surprise
other baseball stars in view for the in such an event.
steps, her white dress with its deli- much?"
It is also planned to secure a good
cate flounces floating In the breeze.
"No; she merely remarked that she position, but wanted Fielder first of
Mr. Jackson," she called. didn't think the shoe was smaH all. Last year Jones coached the professional football coach who will
"Good-by- ,
Miss Carter." v,
"Good-by- ,
stay In Ithaca all the year round and
Oregon Agricultural college and whipenough."
ped a green bunch of material into a be assisted in the fall by a squad ol
Moving towards an unoccupied
championship team.
graduates.
chair, Marion drew It to the side of
tne nare uepartea.
Works Both Ways.
An
honest man, as you'll Infer,
I think
Mr.
Spotcash,
Bookkeeper
Mrs. Driscoll. Her cheeks were flushThus fitly epitaphed:
Rare Forbearance.
I ought to have a bigger salary. The
"No matter what the chances were,
ed, her eyes radiant She threw off
idea
of
soul
a
impossiit
My
makes
of
cost
gentle
high
living
He simply wouldn't graft."
her hat as he seated herself, ruffling
Is one who'll never pan
her hair with tiie action into waves ble for me to save any money on $25
d
womaa or
The
a week.
d
The
man.
of golden brown.
Wanted It True to Life.
Employer--I'- m
sorry, Williams, but
"Wasn't Dicky here with you?" she
A rich old farmer once had his porimthe
it
cost
makes
of
high
living
asked.
Considerate.
trait painted.
possible for me to pay you any more.
"Tes."
would
When the portrait was finished the
"She
go to almost any length
It?
Isn't
Beastly
weather,
"1 was certain I saw. him. bid he
old farmer looked at It, shook his head
to save her husband pain."
see me?"
and said to the artist:
"Sor
"He did."
8lnce the Price of Eggs Rose.
"Very good. Very good, indeed. But
'Tes, she even gets up while he Is
The girl laughed. "The Vrevity of
Hewitt How did he make his for- asleep and takes the money out of his there Is one fault that you must remyour answers sounds tragic," he said. tune?
pockets so as to save him the pain of edy. Please make the right side of the
"Tell me what he said," shV whis
Jewitt He kept a hen. Woman's parting with It when she has to have chest bulge out That is where I carry
pered.
mv wallet
It"
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paper helps to

juos Santa Fe by the advertise-

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
a vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

e

hobble-skirte-

build the town. The outside
ments in its local papers.

in the local

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
susrar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

-I

a

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that y.
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
1si
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIEE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the m
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The
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r
be S. S. Barnett alias Beaman was
Sout'i America, South Africa and
rested yesterday afternoon at Amu-- ' other countries, but had never before
CITY TOPICS
querque by Chief McMiliin on in for-- been arrested and that he meant no
ination from Ord Barracks, Monterey, harm by carrying it. A Santa Fe
declaring that Barnett had cer made a complaint that he had
from
deserted
the service taking with flourished the gun around a train and
Denver,
Coio., Feb. 2 4.
him a valuable cornet, the property of that a man working on the section
The forecast is cloudy weather
the post band in which he was a mem-- j was not likely to he molested and
and Saturday with
tonight
but
her. Chief McMiliin will send Bar-- j wanted full penalty
imposed,
lain or snow in norlli portion
Hitt delivered the gentleman of
nett to the post at i V.'ingate,
Saturday warmer wea'her.
color a lecture on the habit of gun
Kinky county
""
.I68
Warmer Weather-T- h,
joyous news
v
Bml
out
of
warmer
is
the'"
by
l".bucks
tm
weather
Va30n Free. Ask
Zymole Express
tleman
charged him twenty-fivweather experts.
Tl.v
temperature as a reminder
about ii at Fischer Drug o.
that such habits were
Do you need a sign or a shingle wo yesterday was anything hut warm, for
not to be tolerated around Willard any
to 32 de
the mercury ranged from
will got it for you at GOKBKLS.
more." Wi'lard Record.
See the Fire Boats in operation at grees and the a vera-.- ' relative hum-- ,
a
License Esquipulo
04
The
c
was
i,
idity
per
ihe Kll s tonight.
average) Wedding 23, and Isabel
aged
was 2
Casados, aged
snow
of
on
;!r
depth
ground
MiGEion
Circle Meets Tomorrow
inches. The tempera i!'e at 0 o'clock 21, took out a wedding license here
The Woman's Home am! Foreign Mis-- j this
IUUH- Bom are ot pojoaque.
morning va3 1 i grees. Yester-sion circle will meet lotcorrow aft-- j
Scottish Rite's Officers At a
sunny'
of
the
was
from oi
far
day
of
crnoon at 3 o'clock at the home
is famed iing of ,ne Lodge of Perfection of the
days for which New
Mrs. Me Bride. A full attendance is but
Scot tisn rtite tne following
were
u
warmer
aiher
with
predicted
desired as it is the tin e for the an- - it is
"
snow
will
also
the
sun
thought
Cart wright, treasurer; H. F. Steph- mini election of officers.
his face.
S. W.; E. C. Abbott. J. W.: H. B.
It All Helps la police court yesterrv.lsie,
Are You Getting your
i!ay John Henry was round guilty of! press coupons.
Ask for them. Fisch-- I Cartwright, treasurer; H. S. Steph
kicking and otherwise assaulting Ah- er Drug Co.
ens, secretary; Fred Muller, almoner,
onie.io Garcia and was permitted to
Notion Saves His Life A sudden and F. C. Wilson, orator.
"Bwer meel
aanta
donate ten dollars toward the main-- ! notion to break his j'.urwv at Nee--;
xAlbu-- : dies.
Order of
tenance of the municipality.
Independent
m .,.1 urolmbilitv re-- i Fe Dam
Pai w
T.nn rove will
ua.ii ui od
riiva 1,1T
in ijiccl ui T7ll,
life
(iuerqtte Journal.
sponsible for savin i?
'clock tonight and eight candidates
The Fire Department of New York Charles Watts, general
....
,
uiK.rmi.tiiufnifi.toH h,.;nr;o- (ho tntl
civ will be seen in full action tonight; ent of passenger transportation on
up to 132. A luncheon
membership
,
,
at tlv Klks Theater.
me i eiius ivania i.iii' ., ol i ulsuuir; will follow the initiation.
President
Celeo:-ateat Alcatraz Chaplain' Pa., who traveled from Los Angeles
Burke stated today that final arrangeT. P. O'Keel'e of the IT. S. Army, a loy- to Needles in the
drawing room of the ments will be made tonight to move
al reader of the New Mexican, sends:
"Apache," Pullman car. which was into the new building on Don Gaspar
from Alcatraz. California, the pro- wrecked at Garcia station west of Alavenue and that pool and billiard
gram of the Washington's birthday' buquerque, Wednesday afternoon.
A tables
have been ordered. The plascelebration by the Alcatraz Dramatic
steel rail was rammed through tering and papering which has been
Club and at which he delivered an heavy
the drawing room of the Apache and going ahead at a rapid rate and will
illustrated lecture on "Washington's if there
had been an:- one in it( their be finished by the end of the week.
Life and Times."
chance for escape from death would Ten beavers have moved into the new
Letter Carrier Given Raise Letter have been
'slight. Mr. Watts arrived heardquarters already and many more
Carrier Frank Chavez is rejoicing ov- in Santa Fe
from the West and con- roomers will be assigned rooms next
er a raise in salary from $900 to siders himself
extremely fortunate week.
$1,000 a year, which has been grantLess Than an Hour Late Santa Fe
that he decided to stop over in Neeed him. While still a young man,
irains Xos. 10 from the south and 3
of traveling
dles
instead
straight
Chavez is one of the oldest carriers
as he intended from tne east were less than an hour
in the local service having been ap- through to this city
Ilate this noonLos
when
left
he
Angeles.
pointed by Paul A. F. Walter when,
sPoke at Adobe Grand J. M.
Change of Program at the Elks to-he was postmaster.
cia and Manuel de la Torre delivered
Af
ter
His
Wife's
Sweetheart;
With Each 25 Cent Cash purchase
in Spanish last night at
we give a Zymole Express coupon. the Ball; Fire Department of New addl'f ,ses Grand
011 tbe revolution in
lob,e
A
and
York city;
Western Night;
Ask for them. Fischer Drug Co.
ey will speak several
Show at
Criminal.
Steel Letter Posts Postmaster E. Redeemed
limes mis weeK ana tnen leave for
C. Burke was notified today that his o'clock.
re accorded
Bth ?10
Horr May Recover Billy
request for steel letter posts and an
i
JUHL Illgllt.
increase of letter boxes in Santa Fe was badly scalded yesterday while
Tapia Found Guilty Luis Tapia
has been granted. The posts have working on an engine at the N. M. C. was
round guilty of murder in the
been shipped and eight new boxes will shops, is reported resting easy this second
degree at Santa Rosa, for killof his body
also be erected when the posts are morning. About
ing his step daughter Nora Stewart,
placed. In the past, the boxes were was burned to a blister. Estancia 19 years old, on the eve of her wedfastened to telegraph poles and every Daily Herald.
ding. Tapia. though he has a wife livonce in a while a box was broken.
School Enrollment To this ing, was jealous.
Big
Beautiful Pennants F. F. Gormley, date the public schools of San Miguel
Bar Examiners Hit Foot nf Snmu
the Canon road merchant, is turning county have an enrollment for this
The New Mxic0 B ar Examiner3
out the most beautiful pennants the years of 1,758, a considerable increase wno
r
started, out in a special auto
Xew Mexican has ever seen and which
the total enrollment of last year. terday on their way tQ ganta Fe re
are just the thing to give a patriotic Of this number 1,007 are boys and CS1
turnod ast niglt reporting that hen
or local touch to a boy's or a girl's are
girls.
they were .16 miles out on the auto
room.
The Santa Fe High School
Punishel-Geo- rge
Pistol Toting
rout they ran hlto gnow a fQQt d
pennants, in lettering of gold on a Washington Peary, net of North
PoJe!and
rersuaded the driver to turn back
blue background, and the .New Mex--'
tame, out a gentleman or msungu.sn-- ; an(J
bring them back
ico pennant of blue and purple are es-- , ed
secthe.
color, who is employed on
snow had been gradually getting deeppecially effective.
tion at Silio was brought up in Judge
er as they went farther north. They
Five Big Pictures, including comic, Hitt's court
by Santa Fe Special Offl- 3 descriptive and dramatic picture at cer Olds and Constable John Chas- - Tlle
driver' the Btated- - did not lilte
the F.Iks Theater tonight. Prices 10 tain for toting a pistol.
Peary pro- and 13 cents.
ceeded to explain to the judge that to turn around and come back- - sa'inS
Deserter Arrested A man said to he had carried that' same gun all ov- - he would et them through, but as he
ar-!e-

no.
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds

TJ.P'J
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All kinds of Garden and Flower

Mon-toy-

Seeds, Onions Sets etc.
Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulSv, mixed and separate colors.
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LET YOUR GIFT

BE

SUCH-I- T

-

-

;

WILL BE A JOY FOREVER
UOLD-SILYEi-

CUT

R,

GLASS-CHIN-

A

DIAMONDS & JEWELS - WATCHES - CLOCKS
FILKIREE - in exquisite designs CHAFING DISHES
-

Quality Goods

ROMANCE WAS
QUICKLY SHATTERED.

THEIR

l'.-i'-

1

Phone No. 4.

could not promise any Btated time
when they would get through, the bar
examiners thought it best to turn
back. They left this morning for the
north and west on the north bound
Santa Fe passenger train. Roswell
Daily Record.

AT THE

GIFT STORE.

Pickard Hand
Painted China.

Duke City Turns Out to Be Poor
bor for Sailing Cupid's Ship
of Affinity.

j

Har-- i
j

will arrive today to take them back
to the Ancient City.
"It is said that Lewis, husband of
Mrs. Lewis, swore to the warrant for
their arrest. The couple left Santa
Fe at 6 o'clock last evening, confiding
to intimate friends, it is said, that
they were going to Albuquerque.
When they attempted .to get off the
train here they were taken into
Lewis, husband of Mrs. Lewis
formerly lived in Albuquerque."
cus-toda-

JUNCTION WANTS
TO SIMPLIFY

GRAND

NAME
An exchange of loud declarations of
affection stirred the passengers on
Grand Junction, Colo., Feb. 24. A
the branch train to Lamy last night movement has been started to change
was!
and many wondered who the lady
the name of Grand Junction to
who sat with a man whom she ad-- "Grand" on the theory that the "Juncdressed as "dear James." Some one tion" is not a junction but an unnecwho sat nearby suggested that it was-"- essary "adjunction." The suggestion
run away couple" and interest was was made by Opie Read on his recent
still manifested in the man and wom- visit "Why don't you change the
an as they boarded the train for Al- name of this town," he said. "It'B a
buquerque.
good town, but you would never know
The denouement is given by the fol- it by the name, for Grand Junction
Jour- doesn't mean anything, it makes you
lowing from the Albuquerque
suppose that you are an adjunct to
nal;
"Accused of running
away from something else a railroad crossing,
Santa Fe together, James Rolt and or a village, at the confluence of your
Mrs. C. W. Lewis, wife of C. W. Lew- two rivers. "You can never make
is of the Ancient City, were arrested folks think that this is a big town
as they stepped from Santa Fe train until you get rid of the 'junction' part
No. 7 af 10.55 o'clock last night. Rolt of it. It' a handicap.
Take Spokane.
was taken to the city jail and placed It used to be Spokane Falls. They
in a cell lor
Mrs. Lewis lopped off the falls and see how it has
was detained in a down town hotel grown. 'Junction' is an incubus and
a policeman standing guard in the ho- tying you down." As a result of the
tel lobby to prevent any attempt she suggestion the proposition is being
might make to escape. Rolt and Mrs. seriously considered as "Grand" would
Lewis were arrested on a telegraphic be a splendid advertising trademark
request from Santa Fe and an officer for the fruit output of the valley.
s
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not muss or break
the button hole-ione
wearing cuffs MUST HAVE THEM.
Go ineasily-d-

the way cf Cuff

GUARANTEED

Buttons

NOT TO

BREAK.

COME
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"The Standard of Quality the World Over"

one-thir-

fact-ever-

We have the following sizes in stock,
2 18 inch
2 4 inch

i

LET ME SHOW YOU

fl. C. Yontz The Reliable Jeweler.
San Francisco St.
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ASSURED

HACK LINE
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Let Us Quote You Prices.
The Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

A
Ever Hear of One?
We Call it A DETERMINATION 5ALE on
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX Clothing because
we are determined to carry over no winter
goods, if CUT PRICES will move them. PROFIT is lost sight of. This is your month
You

iJwi

j

li

get the profit.

Sale too long

111

short time.

s

Dont think about this

but a

We can keep it going

It's a Thrifty Man's Opportunity

C
Will

f

TlCeS

on all the entire line of
HART SCHAFFNER &

MARX Clothing. We are fully determined,

Winter Clothing MUST

that

I

if

GO

mm.

WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT ALL
GET THE MONEY AND MAKE ROOM
FOR SPRING 5T0CK.

mmm
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COME SEE.
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